track of their movement commands and inform the sensory processing stream about movements that are imminent. In the terminology of von Holtz and Mittelstaedt, the animal sends an "efference copy signal" -that is, a copy of the efferent motor command issued to an effector -to the sensory pathway. Thus, the combination of the input received from the sensory receptors and the motor copy that indicates how a movement might influence the input signal allows a moving animal to resolve the confusion in sensory input.
FIGURE 1a shows the basic circuit in which a sensor and a series of steps along a sensory pathway convey the exafferent and reafferent sensory signals to a motor pathway that impinges on the muscles to produce the appropriate movement. A branch from the motor pathway to the sensory pathway provides the efference copy. The general strategy involves the coincident production of a motor command destined for an effector and a motorcommand copy destined for a sensory structure. On receipt of the copy signal, the sensory structure adjusts appropriately to minimize, eliminate or compensate for the sensory consequences of the movement.
The term 'efference copy' implies an actual copy of the motor command (the efference) that targets the muscles; this term seemed appropriate for the questions that von Holtz and Mittelstaedt were addressing in invertebrates and for the general analysis of sensory processing that takes place close to the motor output. However, it has become apparent that the decussation from motor to sensory areas might occur at any number of levels of motor control, some of which are remote from the final effector stage (FIG. 1b) . In studies on fish, Sperry 3 coined the term "corollary discharge" (CD) to denote motor-related signals that influence sensory processing, but his conception was less specific as to where the branch from motor to sensory pathways should emerge. In this Review we compare motor-to-sensory circuits across different species and different levels of the nervous system, and so we use what seems to be the more general of the two terms: corollary discharge. At a mechanistic level CD can adopt one of multiple forms depending on how it is used: it can facilitate, inhibit or otherwise modulate its target.
Our main goal in this Review is to compare corollary systems across the animal kingdom. What is evident from experiments that have been performed over the past few decades is that multiple types of CD have evolved, and that each is particularly well suited to the problems faced by the species. Two recent reviews have summarized a few of them 4, 5 . Here we provide a broader overview of the varieties of CD and place emphasis on two themes. First, we focus on critical functional differences, illustrated by the impact of CD on recipient sensory structures. Animals that occupy diverse niches show differences in their use of CD that, we propose, can be summarized with a functional taxonomy. Second, we consider the general similarities in CD circuits among animals. We find that CD circuits conform to a common neuronal plan, with only minor modifications in motor source and sensory termination. By classifying each circuit we attempt not only to summarize recent findings, but also to distill from them the core circuits for CD that they exemplify. To help illustrate our points, throughout this article we use FIG. 1b and its colour-coded conventions as a template onto which each animal's particular pathway is represented. We close by discussing some implications of our current understanding of CD and considering several questions that remain unanswered.
A taxonomy for CD
As is made evident in this Review, CD lends itself to a taxonomic classification scheme (FIG. 2) . Overall, CD can be dichotomized into lower-and higher-order functional (rather than phylogenetic) categories based on its 'operational impact' on the nervous system. The operational impact is the way in which the CD signal influences the recipient structure, with the aim of achieving sensorimotor harmony. The lower-and higher-order categories are subject to further subdivisions that represent the more specific functions of the signal.
lower-order CD signalling is used for functions such as reflex inhibition and sensory filtration, both of which are examples of the control of sensation by the CnS. This type of CD serves a sentinel function by intervening at various points along a sensorimotor pathway to regulate the sensory information that enters the system (in the Figure 1 | efference copy versus corollary discharge. a | A schematic of a sensorimotor circuit composed of a sensory pathway (shown in orange) and a motor pathway (shown in brown). Each pathway consists of a number of tiers that represent the complexity of the processing that has been performed and the distance from the periphery. A branch from the motor pathway to the sensory pathway (shown in blue) provides the efference copy. b | Corollary discharge. Motor-to-sensory signals are not confined to exact copies that target early tiers of the sensory channel. They can arise from almost all levels of the motor pathway and can target any tier of the sensory processing stream. These signals are known as corollary discharges (shown as thick arrows 
Vestibular signal
A signal that conveys changes in head orientation, which are produced by head movements or changes in the position of the head with respect to gravity.
Proprioceptive signal
A signal that conveys information about the position and movement of body parts.
Giant command neuron
A motor neuron that is common in invertebrate species and that facilitates behaviours such as the rapidescape response.
case of sensory filtration) and the motor responses that the information elicits (in the case of reflex inhibition). Such activity seems to be ubiquitous, as it is necessary for any animal that is equipped with sensory and motor systems. Most of the CD circuits that have been identified in invertebrates are of this variety. Higher-order CD signalling participates in functions such as sensory analysis and stability, and sensorimotor planning and learning. On the perceptual side it facilitates the contextual interpretation of sensory information (analysis) and the construction and maintenance of an internal representation of this information (stability). On the sensorimotor side it facilitates novel motor-pattern acquisition (learning) and the execution of rapid movement sequences (planning). Examples of higher-order CD have been identified only in vertebrates thus far.
Keeping this taxonomic framework in mind, below we discuss the guises that lower-and higher-order CD signals assume in the nervous systems of various species. We first consider lower-order CD and investigate its role in functions related to the central control of sensation. Such functions are relatively peripheral operations that are carried out by almost every nervous system to control the initial inflow of sensory information.
Lower-order CD Reflex inhibition. The nematode Caenorhabditis elegans (see FIG. 3a) has only 302 neurons 6 and a relatively simple behavioural repertoire, which nevertheless requires coordinative signalling by CD. Its avoidance response consists of two main reflexes: forward and backward progression 7 . These behaviours are antagonistic: when the nematode jolts forward owing to a tail stimulus, reafference from the head receptors would send it backwards (FIG. 3a) . However, inhibitory neurons quickly silence the second reflex pathway and annul the effect of the reafference. Among sensory neurons, interneurons and motor neurons there are reciprocal patterns of connectivity that inhibit the inappropriate reflex whenever the opposite behaviour is activated 8 , a CD-like function. A comparable problem is faced by Xenopus laevis tadpoles during locomotion, and a CD regulatory circuitry remarkably similar to that of C. elegans modulates their avoidance reflexes 9 . gastropods must regulate their reflexes too, but in a different context from the above examples 10 (FIG. 3b) .
normally, gastropods such as Pleurobranchaea repel if contact is made with the tactile mechanoreceptors of its oral veil (its 'mouth' ; FIG. 3b, schematic) . However, this withdrawal response does not occur while the animal is feeding, despite there being comparable tactile stimulation. A CD of feeding commands, originating from a corollary discharge interneuron (CDI), was found to intervene during feeding. This effectively silences the appropriate withdrawal command neurons and inhibits maladaptive withdrawal from sustenance. For all the reflex-inhibition examples, these rudimentary CD circuits can be depicted in our organizing template as providing routes of contact between lower motor and lower sensory areas. These examples are thus instances of CD regulating sensation by reflex inhibition (FIG. 3c) .
We have considered some specific cases of reflex coordination that involve the suppression, by CD, of signals that would drive incompatible behaviours. Comparable circuits are present in more advanced organisms as well and have a prominent role in regulating the vestibular and proprioceptive signals that accompany voluntary movements
Sensory filtration. Many organisms detect the presence of prey or the approach of predators by monitoring the energy that is captured by their hair-cell mechanoreceptors. These sensory systems detect mechanical perturbations that arise from events in the surrounding environment. One organism with a reliance on hair-cell sensors is the crayfish ( see FIG. 4a ). The crayfish responds to sudden and unpredicted events by tail-flipping to safety 11 . This escape response is triggered by information that enters the system through arrays of hair cells located on its tail and abdomen [12] [13] [14] . Signals related to water or air displacements are reported to a network of interneurons that synapse on to giant command neurons, which directly elicit the escape response. In order to escape only when it is most appropriate to do so, the crayfish must maintain afferent sensitivity for optimal threat detection while ignoring false escape cues arising from reafference. However, repeated reafference could result in habituation of the reflex, leaving the crayfish unresponsive to exafferent information.
CD mechanisms allow crayfish to move freely without inadvertently triggering or habituating their reflexive escape responses 15 . Activation of their hair cells normally causes a tail flip, but these same sensors are activated repeatedly during escape movements and thus must be regulated during escape. The circuitry contains CDIs that receive signals from the lateral giant command neurons, which initiate the escape response (FIG. 4a) . The CDIs synapse on to interneurons (called primary afferent depolarizing interneurons) that presynaptically inhibit primary afferents from the tail hair cells. This arrangement prevents a dizzying feedback cycle of movement-escape that would otherwise ensue with each movement. This example illustrates how CD signals that originate from a lower motor-control area target sensory neurons positioned at an early stage of the sensory processing stream (FIG. 4c) . In terms of function, this circuit is almost identical to one that has been identified in the cockroach, another organism with a behaviourally important hair-cell/escape-response circuit 16 . In both of these animals, CD signals prevent reafferent saturation and inappropriate escape responses.
Fish face similar problems to the preceding invertebrate examples. The dogfish, for example, swims by generating rhythmic sinuous movements of its torso. These movements induce water turbulence that displaces the mechanosensitive hair cells of the lateral line system, a network of mechanoreceptors that line the cephalic and trunk regions 17, 18 and detect disturbances in the water column 19 . As with the cockroach and the crayfish, these hairs are stimulated by locomotion. To avoid reafferent saturation, CDs of swimming commands directly inhibit the lateral-line hair cells 20 . In this case the CD signals act directly on a sensor.
The preceding examples illustrate how CD of locomotion modulates pathways that are associated with contact and teleceptive mechanosensation. next we assess the role of CD in regulating sensory pathways associated with two other teleceptive senses: audition and vision. 
Tympanate membrane
A thin membrane that detects sound (also known as the ear drum).
Gain
An input-output ratio that defines a neuron's responsiveness to incoming signals.
Sound-producing and -receiving organs allow organisms to exploit the physical characteristics of the surrounding environment by inducing and detecting pressure fluctuations. Among the many purposes of sound for animals is communication between conspecifics 21, 22 . A serious problem that is faced by organisms that are equipped with organs of sound production, however, is the substantial input that their sonic emissions impart to their auditory sensors. Following a sonic event, the auditory circuits could be overwhelmed; this would render the animal temporarily deaf to independently incoming sounds. CD mechanisms devoted to sensory filtration have evolved concurrently with the motor and sensory systems that are involved in acoustic communication. The solution for this problem seems to be ubiquitous, as evidenced by the examples of the cricket and the marmoset. Despite these animals occupying very different niches, they both adopted the same solution: tight coordination between their auditory and vocal systems by phasic CD that minimizes auditory reafference.
Crickets (see FIG. 4b ) chirp by rubbing their forewings together, a process that is known as stridulation 23 . They hear through a tympanate membrane on their forelegs that is only millimeters from the site of stridulation 24 . A cricket's auditory system must therefore deal with a steady barrage of acoustic signals generated by the chirping. To prevent desensitization and ensure maximal attunement to environmental events, the cricket selectively screens the signals that enter the system. A CDI that performs this sensory filtration operation has been identified 25 (FIG. 4b) . Positioned at the anatomical interface of the auditory and motor systems (an arrangement that is optimal for lower-motor to sensory-neuron contact), the cricket CDI is well suited to perform selective filtration operations that are coupled to motor activity. Intracellular recordings revealed that the CDI fires nearly simultaneously with wing motor-neuron bursts and exerts a phase-locked inhibitory influence on the interneurons of the auditory system 25 . By rhythmically imposing and lifting a blockade in phase with the song cycle, the cricket can chirp and remain receptive to the auditory environment.
Marmosets encounter the same problem as crickets: in principle, the sounds that they make should affect their hearing 26 . A protective mechanism is observable in the marmoset primary auditory cortex, where many neurons are suppressed during self-vocalizations 27, 28 . Suppression begins ~200 ms before vocalization and continues for its duration. Both the predictive nature of the effect and the dependence on self-vocalization implicate CD as the cause of the suppression. In primates there are reciprocal connections between the primary auditory cortex and motor regions of the cerebral cortex [29] [30] [31] , and activity in the frontal cortex can precede vocalization by up to 1 s (REF. 32 ). Because the suppression begins ~200 ms before the vocalization, the effect is most likely mediated by direct, rather than indirect, inhibition from one of these areas. As such, this could be a case in which CD interconnects motor and sensory areas that occupy comparable tiers of a sensorimotor pathway.
As with the sense of hearing, the sense of vision could theoretically be severely compromised by an animal's behaviour. However, audition and vision differ with respect to the nature of the motor interference. In audition, problems arise from reafferential acoustic noise. In vision, problems arise not from autogenic energy (energy originating from the animal itself -for example, the sound that results from a vocalization) but from the actions of the animal. If the eyes or the head move, the retinas go along for the ride. The retinas contain sheets of photoreceptors that are passively responsive to patterns of impinging photons. The moving of the retinas -called a gaze shift -enables an animal to sample a new part of visual space but, as we shall see, every gaze shift has its costs.
A gaze shift can be achieved with a saccadic (quick and discrete) eye movement and/or with a saccadic head movement. Saccadic gaze shifts cause, at least in principle, two serious reafferential problems. The first is that the speed of the movement could transiently blur the image. The second is the general displacement of the visual scene from before to after the movement, which could cause the scene to seem like it is jumping from one place to another.
The transient blur that occurs during saccades is minimized by a process called saccadic suppression 33 . In this process, a CD of the gaze shift lowers the gain of target visual structures to reduce information transfer between visual areas 33 . Saccadic suppression mechanisms have been identified in a host of different species, such as pigeons, chickens, locusts, monkeys and cats [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . Although the suppressive systems of these species differ with respect to the anatomical structures
Box 1 | Vestibular and proprioceptive signals
Corollary discharge (CD) signals have a role in regulating the sensation of position, velocity and acceleration that is mediated in part by the vestibular system and proprioception. The vestibular system, which is composed of the semicircular canals and otolith organs of the inner ear, helps to detect head motion and plays a critical part in maintaining balance. It also drives the vestibulocollic reflex. In response to a sudden displacement of the head, this reflex quickly restabilizes the head through activation of the neck musculature. There are times, however, when a vestibulocollic response is maladaptive, such as when an animal makes a willful attempt to move its head. It has been demonstrated in monkeys that CD of head-movement commands suppresses neurons of the vestibular nucleus during voluntary head movement, thus preventing the inappropriate reflex response 80 . These CDs permit differential processing of active and passive head movements by the vestibular nuclei, another case of CD acting in the service of reflex inhibition.
Proprioceptors are found throughout the bodies of invertebrate and vertebrate organisms and provide continual information about body position and orientation. These receptors operate in static or dynamic contexts, signalling when parts of the body are at rest or are moving from one configuration to the next. It is in the latter context that CD has a role. Inputs from proprioceptors must be regulated during active movement 81 for two main reasons. If the proprioceptors are too sensitive, they could be triggered by self-movements and initiate inappropriate reflexes. If they are not sensitive enough, they could fail to protect the limb (for example, if an unexpected obstacle is struck). One type of proprioceptor, the muscle spindle, is regulated directly through projections from gamma motor neurons that receive CD of the movement commands sent to muscle-innervating alpha motor neurons 82 . More generally, CD signals influence proprioceptive processing at multiple points in the neuraxis, ranging from the spinal cord 83 to the cortex 84 . Nature Reviews | Neuroscience concerned, each circuit involves a CD operating as a gate that regulates signal traffic from the periphery -by definition a lower-order CD function. The second problem caused by saccades, the sudden jump of the visual scene, seems to be solved by other mechanisms (discussed below).
In the examples described up to now, the CD arises from a range of motor levels but generally targets peripheral sensory levels. In the cockroach, the crayfish and the cricket, the CD circuits discussed connect the lower motor tier to sensory neurons at or near the periphery. Overall, it seems that lower-order CD has a common functional impact: transient, protective inhibition of sensory networks. next we turn to higher-order CD, the other broad taxonomic category of function.
Higher-order CD Higher-order CD circuits are those that enable predictive control for perceptual cohesion and action sequencing. CD for perceptual cohesion allows an organism to move and yet continue to experience the world as it is (stable and continuous) rather than as it is sensed at the receptor level (in a chaotic and piecemeal fashion). CD permits specific brain structures to carry out appropriate adjustments in anticipation of the sensory input, and enables them to construct a cohesive representation of the world. The adjustments involve changes to neuronal processing, such as sudden shifts in sensory sensitivity (an example is described below). In addition, animals can string together movements with great speed, such that future movements are planned before prior Crickets communicate with one another by chirping. Chirps are generated by rubbing their forewings together, a process that is known as stridulation. CDs of the wingbeats phasically inhibit components of the auditory system and prevent saturation and desensitization. The schematic of the cricket thorax on the right depicts how CD coordinates the 'song' and auditory systems. The activity of the central pattern generator (CPG) drives the wing motor neurons (MNs) that produce song (musical notes). Signals are routed concurrently from the CPGs to the CDIs. Collaterals of the CDIs synapse on to the axon terminals of auditory primary afferents and on to the cell bodies of auditory interneurons (ANs) in the prothorax. CPG-induced CDI activity rhythmically imposes and lifts an inhibitory gate on the auditory systems and restricts auditory traffic from the tympanum. Part c shows how, for the system in part b, the point of contact between the motor and sensory systems is at the lower levels of the idealized sensorimotor circuit. Nature Reviews | Neuroscience movements finish. Higher-order CD is crucial in this process of action sequencing because it provides internal feedback that escapes the afferent lags and bandwidth constraints of sensory or external feedback loops. next we discuss how these principles are realized in various animals, first examining higher-order CDs devoted to sensory analysis and stability.
Sensory analysis and stability. As discussed above, in visuomotor behaviour, mechanisms of saccadic suppression that are mediated by lower-order CDs reduce the blur across the retinas. But even if blur were eliminated, a substantial problem would remain: the image on the retina is fully displaced by each saccade. Were we to perceive the world exactly as we sense it, the visual scene would seem to leap from place to place dozens of times per minute. It is crucial that the brain be able to distinguish what aspects of the 'jumpy' visual inflow are artefactual (due to saccades) as opposed to real (due to changes in the world). CD has long been thought to have a role in this process by providing advance warning of an imminent movement 39 . With this warning, the brain can enact a compensatory procedure to cancel the percept of visual-scene displacement that, in principle, should be perceived by an animal each time it moves its eyes. This is most problematic for species that frequently make saccades (the primate is a classic example).
In addition to CD, there is another candidate mechanism for perceptual stability called spatial updating. Spatial updating involves pre-saccadic changes to a visual receptive field (RF). Although a typical RF is firmly retinotopic and samples a new part of the visual field (the 'new RF') only after the eye moves, a shifting RF is dynamic and starts sampling the new RF location even before a saccade
. Because a saccade can have any direction and any amplitude, a neuron with a shift-
Box 2 | Shifting receptive fields and corollary discharge
Many neurons of the primate visual system alter their visual sensitivity at the time of a saccade (see figure, part a). Visual responsiveness shifts before the saccade from the neurons' current visual receptive fields (RFs) to the location (the future field; FF) where the RFs will rest after the saccade. Because this process enables the FF (in the figure, the pepper) to be sampled both before and after the saccade, it is thought to contribute to a percept of visual stability despite the jerkiness of saccadic eye movements. One brain area that contains neurons with this property is the frontal eye field (FEF), a cortical structure that is involved in vision and eyemovement control 42 . FEF neurons that shift their RFs emit their visual-evoked burst of spikes in the middle of the saccade, on average. Perceptually this is advantageous for two reasons. First, it ensures that there is no premature perception of the world shifting before the saccade. Second, it ensures that following the saccade the system does not have to wait for visual reafference to arrive, which can take tens of milliseconds. A CD pathway that ascends from the superior colliculus (SC) to the FEF through the medial dorsal nucleus of the thalamus (MD) provides important saccadic information that triggers the shift (see figure, part b) . Inactivation of this pathway at its point of relay in the thalamus reduces the ability of these FEF neurons to shift their RFs (see figure, parts b and c). In part c of the figure, therefore, instead of sensitivity shifting from the apple to the pepper during the saccade, sensitivity largely remains at the apple. It is only after the saccade that the neuron is fully responsive to the pepper, just like any other neuron with a 'classical' receptive field. It has been proposed that this would have a considerable impact on perception during saccadic eye movements 40 . During inactivation, the visual scene would seem to jump with each saccade, a consequence of CD impairment and shifting RF reduction. With the pathway disrupted, monkeys trained to detect visual motion during saccades should report that stationary visual stimuli move with each saccade. This would be the first direct test of the CD/shifting-RF visual-stability hypothesis. In parts a and c of the figure, the red dot denotes the fixation point.
Whisking
The act of tactile exploration in which a whisker is rhythmically swept across an object.
Vibrissae
Specialized long hairs located near the mouth of most mammals that are used for tactile exploration.
ing RF requires the appropriate CD to calculate the new RF. At least some of this CD arises from a pathway that ascends from the midbrain 40, 41 to the frontal eye field, a cortical structure that is involved in visual processing and eye-movement control 42 . Interestingly, this same CD pathway assists in motor planning (discussed in the sensorimotor learning and planning section).
Similar perceptual issues hold for animals for which vision is a low priority. Rats explore the world largely by whisking tactile objects of interest 43 . How does the whisking rat construct a stable representation of the world from the variable and volatile inputs that flow in from the vibrissae? One clue to this puzzle was the identification of neural activity in the rat barrel cortex that was modulated by the act of whisking and was correlated with whisking amplitude 44 . The activity persisted during inactivation of the facial motor nerve to rule out proprioception. Because the signal was of central origin, a CD seems to have been at work. Such a signal could provide motor context to the barrel cortex and assist in the interpretation of vibrissal inputs, a step towards constructing a stable representation. Motor pathways are known to target the barrel cortex from the motor cortex, the superior colliculus and other brainstem areas 45, 46 . Overall, the vibrissal system comprises a web of sensorimotor loops that span much of the neuraxis. Any of these loops could convey CD signals to the barrel cortex and thus mediate the effects observed in the above study 44 and the assembly of coherent information from whisking events.
It is particularly intriguing to consider active sensing systems (those in which energy generated by an animal is used to probe the environment). Animals that are equipped with these exotic signalling modes exercise considerable control over the properties of the emitted signal (most of which are species-and modality-specific) and rely on complex predictive mechanisms for carrying out detailed analysis of the echo (the returned carrier signal) 47 . Two common modes of active sensing are used by fish and bats, and CD is essential in both.
We first consider the mormyrid, a weakly electric fish ( see FIG. 5Aa) . The mormyrid uses self-generated electrical currents for communication and object identification. These currents flow from the mormyrid's electric organ into the surrounding water column and are analysed on their return by arrays of electroreceptors. A number of neural processes have evolved that allow the mormyrid to both extract the maximum information content from the return signal and avoid interference arising from reafference 48 . Mormyrids sense the electromagnetic environment using electroreceptors (FIG. 5Aa) . Primary afferents from these electroreceptors converge on layers of a medullary structure known as the electrosensory lateral line lobe (Ell) 49 . Separate mechanisms involving CD accommodate and protect the highly variegated electroreceptor systems 50, 51 . For the ampullary system, an adaptable CD mechanism was found to be at work 52 . Each time a motor command exits the electric-organ command centre, a CD of the motor command also exits, targeting the Ell. One study dissociated reafferent responses of the Ell from effects of the electric-organ CD by pharmacologically decoupling the electricorgan motor command centre from the electric organ 52 . This preparation effectively silenced the electric organ: no electrical currents were produced. nevertheless, the motor command and CD were still produced by the motor command centre. Ell neurons responded to the CD in a manner that was dependent on recent experience. If no external signals (that is, electrical current reafference) preceded the motor command, no response was elicited by the CD; however, if external electrical stimuli were paired with motor commands, responses that were opposite in sign and equal in duration to the stimulus interval gradually emerged. If external stimuli were removed, these responses were extinguished. The CD of the ampullary system is effectively a plastic photo negative of the expected reafference, and it varies as a function of recent sensory experience. A modifiable CD is evolutionarily advantageous because mormyrids navigate diverse aquatic environments that differ subtly in conductivity and resistivity. Interestingly, the mormyrid has two additional electroreceptor subtypes (mormyromasts and knollenorgans) that are susceptible to electric-organ discharge (EOD) feedback and, accordingly, compensatory CD systems are in place to accommodate them 50, 51 . These systems differ from the ampullary system in that they require CDs that amplify (mormyromast) or inhibit (knollenorgan) the respective electroreceptor during EOD. As the mormyromast is specialized for electrolocation and the knollenorgan is specialized for conspecific communication, CDs for amplification and suppression, respectively, are appropriate. As the command centre and the Ell are located in the hindbrain, the CD is shown in FIG. 5Ab as linking lower motor and lower sensory levels.
Outside of aquatic environments, electrical probes have little utility. However, air is an excellent carrier of acoustic probes, a fact that is exploited by bats ( see  FIG. 5B ). Bats explore the environment by emitting highintensity, high-frequency beams of sound and then comparing spatiotemporal aspects of the returning echo with the emitted sound 53, 54 . like the mormyrid, this active process of emission and comparison enables the bat to assemble an image of the external world [55] [56] [57] and thus successfully navigate and predate.
neurons that are sensitive to specific emission-echo intervals have been identified in the inferior colliculus (FIG. 5Ba) and, together with CD, have a key role in the neural circuitry for auditory-scene analysis 54, 58 . The echo-sensitive neurons are thought to be primed by CDs of vocalizations that open time windows of echo analysis. If the echo returns within a specific time frame, then neurons that have been primed for analysis within that particular window will respond optimally and convey information to perceptual structures for further analysis. Such signals convey information that is related to the distance of approaching obstacles and the dimensions of environmental objects. These signals could arise from cortical or subcortical areas, so in FIG. 5Bb we represent the putative CD signals as emerging from both higher and lower motor levels. Multiple types of corollary discharge (CD) of electrolocation commands allow the fish to gate, amplify or predict the return signal. The schematic of the mormyrid brain on the right illustrates pathways of the electrosensory system. Electric organ CD (EOCD; shown in blue) from the electric-organ motor command centre (which generates the motor command, shown in purple) reaches cellular networks of the electrosensory lateral line lobe (ELL), following which a host of interactions with electrosensory input (shown in orange) occur. Ab | The CD circuit that connects the command centre and the ELL is represented as a link between lower motor and lower sensory levels. Ba | The illustration on the left is of the bat species Rhinolophus rouxi. During high-speed flight, this bat uses sound to hunt. It compares a CD of the sonic probe to the measured echo to interpret the acoustic input. The schematic on the right shows how CD is used in this system. CD (shown in blue) represents the efferent motor command and innervates the inferior colliculus, where it is compared with the echo input. Differences between the CD and the input (shown as dashed lines) are analysed by higher-order centres to estimate the size, location and speed of the object that caused the echo. Bb | The CD signals could arise from any number of subcortical and cortical structures, corresponding to multiple pathways emerging from both higher and lower motor levels.
In summary, these examples illustrate the diversity of sensory systems that are assisted by higher-order CD. In all of these different species, CDs aid the construction of an internal representation of the environment. We now consider motor planning and learning, the other category of higher-order CD, in the saccading primate and vocalizing bird.
Sensorimotor learning and planning. Among the most stereotyped movements generated by primates are saccadic eye movements. As a primate looks around a scene, it must continuously update its internal record of the current saccade to facilitate planning the next. CD has repeatedly been implicated in this process [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] . Electrophysiological recordings from a transiently inactivated circuit in the brain have shed some light on how CD is used for saccadic sequencing in rhesus monkeys 62, 63, 65 (FIG. 6Aa) . neurons that connect the midbrain to the prefrontal cortex transmit bursts of action potentials that encode saccadic parameters. When this pathway was inactivated by muscimol, a gABA A (γ-aminobutyric acid receptor type A) agonist, behavioural deficits in the simplest saccadic sequencing task were observed. In this two-step task, the monkey was required to saccade to the locations of two rapidly flashed sequential targets. This particular task was chosen because it required the monkey to retrace the flash sequence without the aid of sensory feedback. The monkey had only the internal feedback provided by CD to inform it of its current eye position. If CD of the first eye movements were impaired by the inactivation, then the monkey would make incorrect second saccades owing to the absence of the feedback signal. The monkey would be oblivious to the execution of the first saccade and would perform the second saccade as if it had never made the first. The results conformed to this prediction, revealing a loss of CD. This is an example in which CD emerges from a lower-level motor structure and ascends the neuraxis to impinge on a higher-level executive centre (FIG. 6Ab) . As discussed above and in BOX 2,  this pathway also has a sensory analysis and stability function.
vocalizations in birds are another prime example of action sequencing. Singing birds are thought to use updated, internal records of current phonations to generate subsequent phonations. Bilateral feedback pathways have been identified in the singing finch that might convey such vital information 66 . These pathways ascend from midbrain and medullary vocal-control nuclei up to the forebrain song system. Although their functional role in CD has not been tested directly using causal methods, they carry signals that are consistent with CDs of vocalization motor commands.
CD is especially important while vocalization is being learned. Male juvenile songbirds ( see FIG. 6Ba ) exhibit a stereotyped song that emerges gradually following several developmental stages 67 . The first stage is a sensory phase in which the juvenile bird listens to the songs of other adult birds known as tutors. The second stage consists of sensorimotor training in which the bird begins to sing spontaneously with syllables of varying intensity and motifs of high variability. The final phase is known as crystallization, and this is the phase in which mature song emerges. CD seems to have a key role during the second phase of vocal learning 68, 69 . The bird is thought to fine-tune its song during this phase by comparing auditory feedback of its own vocalizations with copies of tutors' songs that are stored in memory. The errors between the memory and the actual feedback are corrected through an iterative cycle of vocal production, followed by adjustment of the motor programme. The bird has to keep track of its own motor commands in order to properly adjust and calibrate its subsequent commands. This is where CD plays a part. Intricate feedback loops that course throughout the avian song system are thought to convey the auditory, memory and CD signals 70, 71 (FIG. 6Ba) . The feedback loops execute a delay function by increasing the distance over which CD that is issued from vocal centres travels before it collides with auditory feedback 72, 73 . Evidence for this CD function was recently found in neurons in the high vocal centre (HvC) that fired with the same latency irrespective of whether the bird was actively singing or passively listening 74 . As the HvC is a premotor structure, the neurons would be expected to fire earlier for singing than for listening. The comparable latencies that were found for singing and passive listening imply that there is a delay function performed by a CD. Because a major site of comparison is the HvC, which is a higher brain structure of the auditory forebrain, in FIG. 6Bb we represent the CD as a signal between higher levels.
In these examples, CD is used for the higher-level functions of planning and learning actions. Accordingly, on exiting the motor domain, the CD signal impinges on higher-level structures that are highly sensory and/or executive in nature. As a result, appropriate behaviours can be prepared for the future (planning) and modified based on the lessons of the past (learning).
Conclusions and future directions
We have reviewed the operational impact of movement on sensation, and the ways in which nervous systems use CD signals to deal with movement-induced sensory problems. CD systems have evolved in tandem with the sensory systems of organisms that operate in diverse environments. The CD and the sensory systems are both shaped by the problems that are encountered by each organism, resulting in many different uses for CD signals. We have summarized these manifest differences with a functional taxonomy. After decades of experimentation, we now know a considerable amount about these CD circuits in both invertebrate and vertebrate organisms. In general, CD seems to be necessary for the proper function of nearly all sensory systems, and it exists in several guises at multiple levels in diverse species (perhaps all species). Some commonalities and subtle differences are apparent from the reviewed examples.
At one level (the lower-order level) CD is a discriminatory mechanism that prevents maladaptive responses and sensory saturation by restricting or filtering information. Functions such as reflex inhibition and sensory filtration are tightly controlled by this mode of signalling, Nature Reviews | Neuroscience Figure 6 | corollary discharge used for sensorimotor planning and learning. Aa | The illustration on the left is of the macaque monkey species Macaca mulatta. The macaque monkey visually explores its arboreal environment with rapid sequences of saccades. Corollary discharges (CDs) permit it to plan such sequences in rapid succession and enable it to predict the visual outcome for purposes of perceptual stability. The schematic of the macaque brain on the right illustrates the course of the CD (shown in blue): it ascends from the superior colliculus (SC) to the frontal eye field (FEF) by way of the medial dorsal nucleus of the thalamus (MD). Ab | This pathway is an example in which CD emerges from a lower-level motor area and targets a higher-level sensory area. Ba | The illustration on the left is of the songbird Poephila guttata (a finch species). The developing male finch progresses through a series of song-learning stages that conclude with the appearance of a mature, fully formed song. The schematic of the finch brain on the right depicts the circuitry and nuclei of the avian song-learning system. Intricate feedback loops that reside in the finch forebrain are involved in the songlearning process. CD has been proposed to course through some of these pathways and enable sensorimotor comparisons to occur within appropriate temporal windows. Bb | The major site of comparison is proposed to reside in the forebrain; this CD pathway would correspond to contact between higher motor and sensory levels. DLM, medial nucleus of the dorsolateral thalamus; HVC, high vocal centre; L, field L; LMAN, lateral magnocellular nucleus of the anterior neostriatum; nXIIts, tracheo-syringeal portion of the hypoglossal nerve nucleus; RA, robust nucleus of the archistriatum; Uva, uvaeform nucleus of the thalamus; X, area X.
which is a type of access control. Computationally, the information content of these CD types is probably minimal, as they generally implement a gain mechanism that modulates a reflex or gates the inflow of sensory information at the periphery. As such, these signals seem to be one-dimensional in nature: time is the most crucial variable. This point is illustrated best in the nematode and gastropod examples of reflex inhibition. Here, CD intervenes at the precise time of the motor act to prevent an antagonistic reflex response. Timing is important too in the sensory-filtration examples. In the cricket, for instance, CD is synchronized rhythmically with singing to protect the auditory system. In short, each subtype of lower-order signal provides information about when the sensory input that is elicited from the motor act should occur. In other words, it is not so much what the signal says that matters, but when it is said. We explained that lower-order CD circuits are illustrated best in invertebrates. The main characteristic of these circuits is the presence of a single interneuron, the CDI, which exerts inhibitory actions on various cellular components and controls interactions between motor and sensory circuitries through its suppressive influences. CDIs have been identified in Pleurobranchaea, crayfish and crickets. Suppressive influences by an inhibitory CD are also found in vertebrates, and it is tempting to speculate that in some species these operations could also be carried out by a type of CDI.
CD is also present in the animal kingdom as a higherorder mechanism that mediates sophisticated predictive computations. This type of CD underwrites complex behavioural phenotypes and cognitive operations, such as motor sequencing, sensorimotor learning and perceptual stabilization. Higher-order CD operates in the context of internal feedback circuitry, which involves multiple components and spans various levels of the neuraxis. unlike CD that is involved with the central control of sensation, which is almost solely time-modulated, CD that is involved with the central control of action and perception carries information that represents a number of variables. In the monkey, for example, CD in the visuosaccadic system encodes spatial as well as temporal information about imminent saccades. The songbird's CD carries rich information too, particularly about song structure. In general, higher-order CDs are multidimensional and encode more parameters than just time. As we have described, the exact content and functional role of the signal (whether the CD is the prediction or whether it enables the recipient substrate to generate the prediction) varies from species to species and from system to system. But, in the end, what is said is just as important as when it is said. This architecture seems to be exclusive to higher vertebrates and might represent a later phylogenetic advancement that is particular to the demands of vertebrate life.
In all cases the corollary systems of remarkably diverse species could be easily accommodated into a common template that illustrates their underlying similarities. For the species that use reflex inhibition and sensory filtration, which are both cases of lower-order CD, the motor-to-sensory crossing points were schematically similar (that is, they were all lower-motor-area-tosensory-area neurons). Although the CD signals of the mormyrid and the bat, two sensory analysis/stability cases, emerged from differing motor tiers, their sensory-termination level was comparable (lower sensory areas). Similarly, the two illustrative sensorimotor species (a bird and a monkey) had different sites of motor emergence but common points of sensory termination (both terminated at higher sensory areas). An implicit assumption in this comparison is that the sensory target occupies increasingly higher tiers as one ascends from lower-order CD through the stages of higher-order CD (compare the nematode with the songbird). This illustrates the important point that although Sperry's original conception of CD matches the general flow of information from motor systems to sensory systems throughout the animal kingdom, it seems to be inappropriately simplistic to use a single term to describe the signal. There is no single type of CD -rather, there are numerous subtypes that correspond both to anatomical levels of the source and the target and, as we have emphasized, to functional utilities.
As a next step, one could break down the taxonomic subtypes even further. One way to do this would be to consider underlying mechanisms. not all instantiations of CD are equal in their actions: CD signals can excite, inhibit or modulate their targets. Although finer-grained elaborations of the taxonomy would be beneficial, the point of the present Review was to synthesize all of the available data into what we see as the most essential functional taxonomy.
We are still at an early age of CD research. Future studies should search for signs of CD in sensory domains that have been neglected, such as olfaction and gustation. There is evidence that components of the olfactory system are modulated by 'motor signals' during the act of sniffing 75 . Are these motor signals CDs? When animals masticate, do CDs modulate components of the gustatory system and thereby enhance taste discrimination? We should also further test the idea that aspects of cognition, such as thinking and decision making, use a type of CD for cohesion of self-identity 76, 77 . At the systems level, work should be devoted to understanding inter-areal circuits that mediate CD in the behaving animal. To date, only a few large-scale circuitlevel investigations of CD that combined behaviour with physiology have been performed 38, 40 . We know quite a bit about the anatomical connections that probably convey CD -for example, a motor area ' A' that projects to a sensory area 'B' . But, until we introduce electrodes and record from these circuits during self-movements of the subjects, we can only speculate about their role in CD function.
At the more reductionist level, researchers should attempt to isolate CD mechanisms at ever-finer resolution, towards the cellular and molecular levels. The recent sequencing of various animal genomes is particularly exciting, as CD circuits could be manipulated genetically at various stages of an animal's life cycle. This could shed light on how CD circuits develop, an area that at present is poorly understood.
Another outstanding question concerns the range of functional utilities of a given CD signal. A single CD circuit can mediate many different functions. One example we reviewed was from the visuosaccadic system of the primate 40, 62 . In this system, a CD circuit has a role in sensorimotor planning as well as in sensory stability ( compare FIG. 6A with BOX 2) . What is the connection between these two differing processes and the CD circuit? Is there more than one CD signal coursing through the circuit, or is there a single, multi-purpose CD signal? Does behavioural context play a part in determining what computation is implemented by the CD, and its functional interpretation by the recipient sensory structure? Similar CD complexities are likely to be present in other sensorimotor systems. Does the whisking rat use the same CD signal for sequencing its whisker movements as for constructing a stable tactile image of the whisked object? Or does it use different CD signals for each functional application? These perplexing questions remain to be addressed by further circuit-level interventions that attempt to disentangle the multifarious uses nervous systems have for CD signals.
Finally, the ultimate goal is to discover how CD influences perception. Experiments thus far have shown that inactivation of CD pathways can alter behaviour, and covert perceptual changes might accompany these behavioural changes. Eye movements in a two-step task, for example, change if CD about previous movements are impaired. Comparable experiments could be performed in other animals, such as rats that have been trained to whisk an object in a particular sequence. Do such animals, with their CD circuits interrupted, experience a sensory world that fractionates from stable to jumpy? How could we determine this? Although it is challenging to assess what an animal is perceiving, in rhesus monkeys, for example, it seems to be possible 78, 79 . now that the basic layout of many CD circuits has been established, it will be exciting to manipulate the circuits while probing animals with careful psychophysical tests to determine how perception is altered.
Whatever is uncovered by future studies of CD, it seems safe to say that we can currently recognize at least one fundamental principle. All animals, from the humble nematode to the cognitively advanced primate, require the type of signalling that is enabled by CD. In addition to the usual flow of information from sensory systems to motor systems, there is extensive signalling in the opposite direction by motor systems reporting their activities to sensory structures. It is this coordination between the two systems that makes it possible to analyse the world while moving within it.
